A review of assistive devices for arm balancing
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Abstract—Due to neuromuscular disorders (e.g., Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy) people often lose muscle strength and become wheelchair bound. It is important to use muscles as much as possible. To allow this, and to increase independency of patients, an arm orthosis can be used to perform activities of daily life. The orthosis compensates for the gravity force of the arm, allowing people to perform movements with smaller muscle forces. For patients, the aesthetics of the orthosis is one of the critical issues. This paper presents the state-of-the-art in passive and wearable active arm orthoses, and investigates how to proceed towards a suitable structure for a wearable passive arm orthosis, that is able to balance the arm within its natural range of motion and is inconspicuous; in the ideal case it fits underneath the clothes. Existing devices were investigated with respect to the body interface, the volume, and the workspace. According to these evaluation metrics it is investigated to what extent the devices are wearable and inconspicuous. Furthermore, the balancing principle of the devices, the architecture, force transmission through the devices, and alignment with the body joints are investigated. It appears that there is only one wearable passive orthosis presented in literature. This orthosis can perform throughout the natural workspace of the arm, but is still too bulky to be inconspicuous. The other passive orthoses were conspicuous and mounted to the wheelchair. Except one, the wearable active orthoses were all conspicuous and heavy due to a large backpack to enclose the actuators. They also could not achieve the entire natural workspace of the human arm. A future design of an inconspicuous, wearable, passive arm orthoses should stay close to the body, be comfortable to wear, and supports pronation and supination.
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I. INTRODUCTION

People with neuromuscular disorders often rely on assistive devices to perform Activities of Daily Living (ADL). Neuromuscular disorders (e.g., muscular dystrophy, spinal cord injuries or stroke) affect the muscles of the patient. The muscles deteriorate, contractures are formed due to the disuse of the arm, and eventually results in losing arm function.

One of the most common muscular dystrophies is Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy (DMD). DMD is caused by a mutation on the X-chromosome and has a prevalence of 1 for every 3500 male births [1]. DMD is characterized by progressive degeneration of the muscles. It starts with the most proximal muscles (e.g., upper legs, upper arms, shoulders), and proceeds to the more distal muscles of the human body (e.g., wrist, fingers). The disease affects the upper legs of the patient before they are 10 years old, and they will become confined to a wheelchair. When the upper arm muscles deteriorate, boys with DMD experience significant lack of muscle strength and can no longer perform ADL. Consequently, they become highly dependent on their caregivers. In addition, most people with DMD will develop severe psychological problems, due to restricted participation in society [2, 3].

To compensate for the muscle weakness and the impossibility of executing ADL, and to be able to participate in society, boys with DMD often depend on assistive devices. For example, a wheelchair is used to compensate for the loss of leg function. For the arm function, an arm support can be used to augment the muscle strength, to lift their arm again, and consequently become more independent. These supporting devices are also called orthotic devices, or in short orthoses. Orthotic devices should fulfill many requirements to encourage use in daily life and improve the quality of life. These requirements include aspects of comfort, easy donning and doffing, force transmission to the body, adjustable to the body, functionality, etc. Another important requirement is the aesthetics. One of the key assumptions for the project “Flexextension”, and also stated in [4], is that the users prefer an inconspicuous device that gives a natural support.

Much research on arm orthoses has been conducted in recent years. These devices can be categorized into three groups [5]: 1) robotic manipulators, 2) powered (active) orthoses and 3) non-powered (passive) orthoses. In the first group, several devices are developed and commercialized, including Jaco [6] and iARM [7]. These devices are intended for patients without any arm function. All these devices are heavy and very conspicuous, mounted to the wheelchair and act like an extra arm instead of supporting the arm of the user. While a larger device is acceptable for training activities, a wearable device is preferred for assistance in ADL [8].

A quick scan of previous research that presented the state-of-the-art for active [9] and passive assistive devices [10] showed that wearable passive orthosis are rare. In addition, only a few active orthoses are wearable, but these remain conspicuous.

To investigate the assumption that a critical design requirement of an arm orthosis is inconspicuous, this study proceeds towards a suitable structure for a wearable passive
arm orthosis that is able to balance the arm within its natural range of motion and is inconspicuous; in the ideal case it fits underneath clothes. To achieve this goal, this study presents and discusses a review of the state-of-the-art in passive and wearable active upper limb assistive devices, to investigate the inconspicuousness and wearability of the devices. Therefore, it is proposed to look into three evaluation metrics: 1) the interface points with the body, 2) the volume, and 3) the workspace of the devices. Additionally, this paper investigates the possibilities of combining the critical features of both passive and active orthoses into a wearable, inconspicuous passive orthosis to improve the design of future arm supports.

II. METHOD

A. Search Method

This study is separated into two parts. First, the state-of-the-art of passive arm orthoses is investigated. For this part, both wearable and non-wearable passive orthoses were considered. In this study, a passive orthosis is defined as a device that can balance the arm fully passive for a certain range of motion. The balancing principle is decisive, meaning that even if the balancing force can be adjusted actively, it is still considered as a passive orthosis.

Second, the active orthoses are investigated. After a quick scan of all the available active orthoses it was decided to choose for the wearable arm orthoses only. In this study, an active orthoses is defined as a device that does not balance the arm, but dictates the movements of the arm using actuators. In this study, the arm is considered to be from the shoulder to the forearm, neglecting the wrist and the fingers.

After analyzing the topic and considering the constraints of this study, a search strategy was defined. Key subjects were determined and for each key subject a set of related keywords, including synonyms and related terms, were defined. The sets of keywords were used as search terms in the search engines Scopus [11] and Espacenet [12]. With Scopus, journal articles and conference proceedings were searched, while Espacenet was used to search for patents. In total six sets of keywords were used to define the key subjects: 1) arm support, 2) wearable, 3) structure, 4) static balancing, 5) adjusting force, and 6) actuation/control. An overview of the sets of keywords is shown in Table 1. To optimize and narrow the search results, different combinations of keywords were made. Cross-referencing is also an important step to find relevant articles. After an extensive search, the articles were assessed by reading the title and the figures, and if the article seemed relevant, the abstract was read.

B. Classification and comparison

It is important to define some constraints to formulate the design problem. To recapitulate, the goal is to proceed towards a suitable structure for a wearable, inconspicuous passive orthosis that can balance the arm within the natural workspace and fits underneath clothing. For this study, it is stated that the orthosis must fit within 20 mm from the body, to be inconspicuous and fits underneath clothing. Three evaluation metrics were proposed to investigate the inconspicuousness and wearability of existing devices.

The first evaluation metric is the body interface. For each orthosis found in literature, it is determined which body part the device is attached to and to what extend the device is wearable.

The second evaluation metric quantifies the devices’ volume to give insight on how inconspicuous the devices are. For each orthosis, the volume within 20 mm from the skin around the whole arm, including the trunk, was calculated and compared with the available volume around the arm and trunk. Excess volume that does not fit within 20 mm from the skin was also calculated. The volume of each device was calculated in the position that the arm is lying on the arm rest (90 degrees flexion of the elbow). Note that all values that could not be identified in literature were estimated from figures and movies, based on anthropometric values [13].

Finally, the workspace is the third evaluation metric. The workspace is defined as the volume of space where the end-effector of the orthosis can reach, measured along the horizontal x and y-axis, and the vertical z-axis (Fig. 3). This workspace was estimated or calculated and compared with the workspace of the center of gravity of the whole arm of a healthy child between 12-14 years, extracted from the DINED anthropometry database [13].

Furthermore, this study investigated the structure of the orthosis, the architecture (serial or parallel), the balancing principle for passive devices, the force transmission through the device, and the alignment with the body joints. It also investigated which degrees of freedom (DoF) are supported by the device. This could be 3 DoF in the shoulder (adduction/abduction, flexion/extension, and rotation), and 2 DoF in the elbow (flexion/extension, and pronation/supination).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sets</th>
<th>Keywords</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Arm support</td>
<td>- Robot arm - Orthosis, exoskeleton, assistive device, arm support - Arm weakness, muscle weakness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Wearable</td>
<td>- Wearable, portable, mobile - Body-fitting, suit, harness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Structure</td>
<td>- Human arm, bionic, upper extremity, upper limb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Static balancing</td>
<td>- Static balancing, neutral equilibrium, zero stiffness, gravity compensation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Adjusting force</td>
<td>- Manipulator - Adjustable, variable force - Control force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Actuation/ control</td>
<td>- Therapy assistant - Rehabilitation - Actuator, control</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I. OVERVIEW OF THE SETS OF KEYWORDS USED IN SCOPUS AND ESPACENET.
III. Results

In total, twelve passive arm orthoses and eleven wearable active devices were found in literature that are considered relevant. These devices were designed for assisting daily life, but also for rehabilitation purposes. Below, a short description of the general findings of passive and active orthoses is given. After that, the results for the three evaluation metrics are shown.

Only one passive device is wearable [10]. The others are mounted to the wheelchair [14-24]. Two points on the wheelchair are used to attach the orthoses. One is behind the back seat of the wheelchair [14,17,19,20,22,23] and the other is at the side [15,16,18,24], where it replaces the armrest of the wheelchair.

All passive orthoses have a serial architecture, meaning that the base (i.e., wheelchair or trunk) is connected only to the forearm by a single chain of links. Most of them allow all of the defined degrees of freedom of the arm, except support of pronation and supination. This is only possible by movements of the bone with respect to the skin inside the support cup.

The arm is balanced with spring mechanisms. The spring mechanisms are constructed in combination with the arm to form an energy free system [25]. Several springs are used in the different mechanisms, varying from conventional helical springs [14,16,19,21], constant torque springs [22], to rubber bands [10,18,20].

Some other noticeable features for passive orthoses were found in literature. Some devices only lift 75% of the weight of the arm, while 25% of the arm weight is supported by the shoulder [16,23]. In some devices the upper arm and forearm were balanced independently [10,17], offering an optimized balancing quality for different positions of the arm. It is also seen that some devices use a minimal construction at the elbow and forearm, to prevent interference with the table or other objects where the arm can rest [17].

The passive orthosis with the largest volume within, and the smallest volume violating the prescribed available volume is the Wilmington Robotic Exoskeleton (WREX) [10]. Also, it is the only device that can be worn with a back brace. The structure is attached to the trunk and follows the arm closely along the shoulder to the forearm. With rubber bands the upper arm and forearm can be balanced independently.

Wearable active devices have the same kinematic architecture. They all run parallel to the arm from the trunk, via the shoulder to the forearm. Some devices use a mechanism to prevent misalignments with the body joints. For example, the use of a 3RRR spherical parallel shoulder mechanism [26], or a special 3-link shoulder mechanism allowing scapula motion [27]. In [28], a compliant soft-orthotic device is used to prevent misalignments.

In active orthoses, the actuators are placed locally at the joints [27,34], or stored in backpacks of large volume [29-32]. The forces from the actuators are transmitted to the joints with cables [28,30,32-34]. Since cables can only transfer tension forces, a combination of cables around the arm is used. In some devices pneumatic artificial muscles are used as actuators [29,32,34]. These are compliant and light-weight actuators, which can act and be placed in the same way as human muscles. The forces from the body are transferred to the structure through rigid links in the orthosis.

In Fig. 1, a representation of the interface points of the orthoses with the body or wheelchair is shown. In Fig. 1a, it is shown that all orthoses, except one, are mounted to the wheelchair. These devices are not wearable. They are all connected with the body at the forearm. Some devices have an extra cup to the elbow to prevent the arm from falling out of the support cup during particular movements [15,17-20,22]. In Fig. 1b, the interface points of the wearable active orthosis are shown. All devices are parallel to the arm, connected to the trunk, upper arm and forearm. In contrast to the only wearable passive device, which has a serial structure along the arm.

Fig. 2 shows the calculated volumes of the devices. The available volume within 20 mm from the body is approximately 0.01 m³. All passive orthoses use a small amount of volume within 20 mm from the body, but violate the prescribed available volume with a large amount of volume. The WREX scores the best on this metric. It exploits a lot of volume close to the body, and only a small amount is violating this available volume. Most active devices use a large amount of volume close to the body. However, compared to the passive orthoses, some devices violate the available volume with a relatively large amount of volume. This is mainly due to local actuators or a large structure on the back, where all the actuators are situated. Only in [28] a device is shown that stays close to the body. It should be mentioned that this device only supports shoulder abduction/adduction. If more DoF would be supported, the device needs more cables, which would increase the overall size.

In Fig. 3, the workspace of the orthoses can be seen. Data was not available for every orthosis. The horizontal lines (blue, green, and red) represent the maximum and minimum boundaries of each axis (x, y, z, respectively). For five passive orthoses [14,19,21,23,24] the workspace is much larger than needed for the human arm. The WREX approaches the natural workspace of the arm very well. Other devices have difficulties to perform the upward movement for the natural range of motion of the human arm. The wearable active orthoses all
have a smaller workspace than the human arm. Only the ABLE [30] reaches the complete workspace along the x and y-axis.

IV. DISCUSSION

The results in Fig. 1 show that only one passive orthoses is wearable. The others are connected to the wheelchair and also not close to the body. Some designs focused on the aesthetics, but in general they are not wearable underneath clothing, which makes them very conspicuous. All the passive orthoses use a serial linkage from the base (i.e., wheelchair or trunk) to the forearm. With such architecture, there are some positions of the arm where the device searches for the best position, which could mean that some links are positioned far from the body. This has to be kept in mind when designing a serial linkage that has to stay close to the body. The WREX has the best solution for this because it is designed to follow the arm contours. It moves parallel and as close to the arm as possible. In contrast to passive orthoses, all wearable active orthoses are connected to the trunk, upper arm and forearm. The devices stay closer to the body during movements, because they move parallel to the arm. But very good alignment with the body joints is needed to prevent singularities and injuries. This was already discussed by Schiele et al. [37], who stated that an ergonomic exoskeleton must not copy the human’s kinematic

![Fig. 2. Volume of the devices within 20 mm from the body (blue) and violating 20 mm from the body (red). If the data was not available in the articles, the values were estimated based on figures and movies. *A torso structure was not mentioned in the article, so the volume is not taken into account. ** Only shoulder abduction/adduction is supported by this device.](image)

![Fig. 3. Workspace of the end-effector of the orthoses in x-direction (blue), y-direction (green) and z-direction (red). The horizontal lines (blue, green, and red) represent the maximum and minimum boundaries of each axis (x, y, z, respectively). If the data was not available in the articles, the values were estimated based on figures and movies.](image)
structure to be robust to misalignments. The opinion of the authors is that the best way towards a wearable passive arm orthosis with a natural workspace, is the design of a serial linkage connected to the trunk and the forearm that stays very close to the body.

Fig. 2 shows the volumes of the orthoses. Almost all passive devices utilize a small amount of volume within the 20 mm from the body. The serial linkages from the wheelchair to the forearm of the user were not designed in a way that will be close to the body. Not all devices were designed to be close to the body, but for the final goal of the project, exceeding the available volume represents a solution that is inconspicuous, heavy and not wearable. Only the WREX shows good results. Recall that the volumes were calculated for one position of the arm (lying on the arm rest). The volumes within and violating the available volume could change with different arm motions.

Comparing the passive with the wearable active devices, the active devices have relatively larger amounts of volume violating the proposed available volume. This is mainly due to the actuators that are placed in a large backpack. Although the parts connected to the arm approach the required volume, the backpack is conspicuous. This also adds weight on the back of the user that affects to wearability and user comfort. Moreover, since DMD patients are wheelchair bound, it is not possible to place such a large amount of volume on the back. Most of the devices with this structure use cables to transfer the forces from the actuators to the joints. Cable transmission implies high force capacity, high stiffness, and low inertia. However, there is also friction involved. This has to be minimized to apply such a structure for patients with very low muscle strength. With cable actuation, shear forces can be exerted on the user. The devices with local actuators at the limbs add weight along the extremities. This makes the limbs heavy, conspicuous and no natural movements are ensured.

Some interesting passive elbow orthoses were found in literature [38,39]. These results were not taken into account because they did not support the whole arm. These devices were very close to the body and fit within the volume enclosed by 20 mm from the body, they could only perform flexion and extension of the elbow.

In Fig. 3, it can be seen that the serial linkages of the passive orthoses can reach the workspace of the human arm along the horizontal \( x \) and \( y \)-axes. The full range of motion along the vertical \( z \)-axis is not supported in all devices. This can be justified because reaching above the shoulder is not required to complete many critical activities of daily life. Therefore, a design strategy could be to neglect the full vertical range of motion in future designs, focusing only on support of the most critical activities of daily life. There are three devices with a very large workspace [14,19,21]. The reason is unclear, because now all the material needed to reach the boundaries of the workspace has to go somewhere when the arm is close to the body. On the other hand, the active orthoses have smaller workspaces than the natural workspace of the human arm. The active devices are connected to the body at three points. That requires movements along the arm, but it also requires very good alignments with the body joints to prevent misalignment. These alignment difficulties affect the workspace of the orthoses and the human arm and the comfort of wearing the orthosis [37]. For future designs, a serial linkage that follows the arm contours with special joints at the shoulder and elbow that prevent misalignment with the body joints is proposed.

The passive orthoses use springs mechanisms to balance the arm in the combined centre of gravity of the upper and forearm. In this way, only one interface point with the arm is required. Besides the gravity compensation, the use of springs also introduces some small damping behaviour. This can have a positive effect on precision tasks, like writing and eating with a spoon. However, a perfect balancing quality has an instable behaviour. There should be a trade-off between the perfect or near perfect balancing quality, where the user must have minimal muscle strength to overcome the remaining gravity force to move the structure.

There are two other remarks that can be made based on the results. First, only three orthoses supports pronation and supination. This movement is important for many critical activities of daily life, for example eating and drinking. For future designs, it is proposed to include support for pronation and supination to achieve a more natural range of motion of the arm. Second, in two devices the upper arm and forearm were balanced independently. This could be very advantageous, because the balancing force of the arm differs through the entire workspace.

Finally, it should be mentioned again that this research focused only on the inconspicuousness and wearability of existing assistive devices. For future designs, other aspects (e.g., functionality, comfort, easy donning and doffing, etc.) should be taken into account. These aspects are of great importance to encourage the use of an arm orthosis in daily life and improve the quality of life.

V. CONCLUSIONS

An overview of the state-of-the-art of passive and wearable active arm orthoses has been presented. The wearability and inconspicuousness of the devices is investigated with respect to three evaluation metrics: 1) the body interface, 2) the volume, and 3) the workspace of the devices.

It is found that there are only 4 out of 23 devices that are wearable and have a relatively small amount of volume violating the available volume, which is enclosed by 20 mm from the arm and trunk. There is only one wearable passive orthosis presented in literature that can perform within the entire natural workspace of the human arm. The others are mounted to the wheelchair, rather bulky, and not inconspicuous. The passive devices have a serial structure from the forearm to the wheelchair or trunk. Wearable active devices are all attached to the trunk, upper arm and forearm. They have large structures to enclose the actuators. This is commonly positioned at the back of the user. These backpacks are conspicuous, add weight to the user, and are not suitable to use when sitting in a wheelchair. Some passive devices support a larger workspace than the natural workspace of the human arm. Active devices have a smaller workspace than the human arm, because the parallel structures with three body interface points need alignment with the body joints to prevent misalignment. This affects the workspace of both the orthoses and the arm.
For future designs of a wearable, inconspicuous arm orthosis, a serial linkage from the trunk to the forearm is proposed. This orthosis should be aligned and remain close to the body, without interfering with the body and causing user discomfort. The orthosis should include a support for pronation and supination of the forearm. Independent balancing of the upper arm and forearm is advantageous. If the orthosis needs actuation, remote actuators decrease the inertia of the moving limbs and can be placed out of sight.
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